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As the spring breeze finally found its way, carrying pollen from flowers far away, 

a whiff of  snow and wet grass, she inhaled deeply, listening to all the stories the wind told her. 

The sun found easier access to her body, infiltrating her skin and warming her soul. 

And so she went on to dance – not alone- but with the sun, the wind, and the fabric that enveloped her body. 





L’IVRESSEcotton
A sculptural blouse cut from pure cotton with voluminous sleeves for a 
dramatic look: a statement piece that commands a strong presence.



JO
A relaxed, fluid fit, that will give you an airy, ethereal walk. The Jo trousers 
exude nonchalant glamour, reminiscent of  the 1920’s party scene.  



TEE
An essential elbow length t-shirt in crochet with cutout detailing; figure hugging 
but never clingy, for you to dress up or dress down. 





LA CHAMADEswing
With its strong geometric form and intriguing simplicity, La Chamade is a 
light-weight, pure leather bag advocating sophistication.





L’ANAMOUR
This diaphanous silk dress channels timeless grace, with its hazy and playful 
movement. It is the epitome of  feminine finesse: Light, but oh so powerful. 
 





BOUVIER
A shift dress with a silk pleated stand up collar that gives off a preppy look, 
channeling a bourgeois chic allure. 



BAKERsilk
Inspired by menswear in the cut, but made in an opulent silk fabric with a wonderful 
sheen, the Baker trousers are the perfect balance between sensual and sober. 





FEDORA
A geometric clutch in leather or suede, with a handcrafted three-dimensional orchid 
appliqué, that contrasts nicely with the minimalistic structure of  the bag. 





WALLIS
A safari-chic slim fit dress with sleeves, with a waist-defining pencil cut giving it just 
the right amount of  sexy.  



LE SECRET
A revisited, geometric messenger bag with a long, gold lined flap. The thin 
straps carry it elegantly, and it is just the right size to keep all your secrets safe.  
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